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Abstract 

This paper purposes a protocol synthesis method for protocol entit.ies whose behaviours 
are described in LOTOS. In this method， a single entity described in LOTOS. is given. 
The peer entity is generated auもomaticallyfrom the given entity if the given enもi句， posses 
ce1'tain desirable properties. The two entities interact via synch1'onous communication. 
One of the main problems in synchronous communication is deadlock which aris田 when
synchronously communicating enti ties are unableもosynchronize for communication叩 d
wait for each other for synchronization. The synthesis method presented in this paper 
ensures that the interactions between the given entity and the generated peer entity are 
deadlock free. 

1 Introduction 

Protocol synth缶詰 is a process of design-
ing new communication protocols. Since 
the development of ∞mput町 communica-
もionsand networkings， the role of commu-
nication protocols in maintaining smooth 
operation of ∞mputer communications 
and networkings has been recognized. 

The objective of developing automatic 
protocol synthesis method is to provide 
sys旬maticway of designing protocols 
such that their correctness can be en-
sured. Broadly speaking there are two 
types of proもocolsynthesis methods[8]. 
They are service oriented and non-service 
o吋ented.In the service oriented protocol 
synthesis method， a protocol specification 
is derived fromもheservice specification. 
However， the assumption is that the given 
service specification providesもheproper-

もiesrequired for the correctness. The ser-
vice oriented method is based on Finite 
State Machine(FSM) [1)[2) and LOTOS[3]. 
In non:-service oriented protocol synthe-
sis method， incomple句 protocols01' pro-
tocols with er1'ors are given and the syn-
thesis methods generate the correct pro-
tocols. It is based on FSM[4]. The brief 
comparison of them is give~ in figure 1. 
Our synthesis method is non-service ori-
ented based on LOTOS. One of the main 
features and advanもagesof LOTOS over 
FSM is the ability of synchronization for 
communication among entities. One of 
the main problems in synchronous COffi-
munication is deadlock， which is a sit-
uation when synchronously communicat-
ing entities are unableもosynchronize and 
enter in a state where no further syn-
chronization is possible. Our synthesis 
method automatically generates a peer 
entity from a given single entity by de・
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Figure1: ComparisonofServiceori-
entedandNon-serviceorientedSynthesis
Method4

ComposJngthegivenentityintocompo-

nents. Usingthecomponentsandpre-

deRJledrulesthecomponentsofthepeer

entityaxegenera･tedwhicharethencom-
binedinordertoobtainthecomplete

speciBcationofthepeerentity.Thepro-

tocolgeneratedisguara･nteedtobewell
behavedanddeadlockfreeifthegivenen-

titymodelpossesacertaindesirableprop-
erties.

2 IJOTOS

LOTOS(LaJlgua･geOfTempora･1Order-

ingSpeci且cation)isanFDT(Forma･lDe-
scriptionTeclmique)developedbyISO

(Internationa･1OrganizationforStandard-

ization)(51fortheformal dcscriptionof
distributedsystems.Adistributedsystem

speciGedinLOTOSconsistsanumber

ofprocessesinteractingwitheachother.

A processinLOTOSisconsideredas
a,Aa.bstra.ctentitywhichiscapableof

performlnginlerTlatet)enlsandcommuni-
cateswithotherprocessesviacommuni-

calt'oneventsbysynchronizingatpoints

Calledgates. AneventoranactI'onis

consideredasanatomic(i°e.notdivisi-

bleintime)evenLAbehaviourofapro-
cessisde丘nedbystatingthetemporal

rela.Lionofeventsoftheprocess.There

arevaLriousLOTOSoperators(eg.pre一

府(;),choicer抄)toform behaviourex-

pressionsandcombinebehaviourexpres-
sionstoyieldcomplexbehaviourexpres-

sions.LOTOSha.stwopa.rts,processpart

anddatapa.rt.Inthispaperwearecon一

ccrnedwithprocesspa,rtwhoseseman-
ticismodeledbyLabeledTransitionSys-

tem(LTS)･

ALTSha8a4-tuples<S,Act,T,so>
whereSisa丘nitesta.teset,Actisaset

ofactions,Tisasetoftransitionrelation

suchthatT⊆SxSandso∈Sisthe
initialsta.te.

3 Component Based

SynthesisMethod01-

0gy

lnthissection,wewilldescribeourproto-

colsynthesisProblemandollra.pPrOaChto

solvetheproblem･Protocolentities(pr?-
ceSSeSinLOTOS)involvedincommun1-
cationaredescribedinLOTOS.Inthis

pa,perwewillusea.protocolentityanda

processsynonymously.

3.1 SynthesisProblem

Thezlumberofentitiesinvolvedinour

synthesismethodaretwoandinteraction

betweenthemisvia,Synchronou8COmmu-
nica.Lion.

Twoprotocolentitiescommunica.ting
withea.chothersynchronouslya.ndpro-

vidingservicestotheiruserscanbede-

pictedasshowninRgurC2.
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Each entity has two sets of interaction 

Figure 2: 8ynchronous Communication 
Model 

points (gates in LOT08): 

(1) a set of interaction points at which 
an entity and its service user inもeractfor 
communicaもion(i.e. r and B ). 

(2) a set of interaction points at which two 
entities interact for communication (i.e. 
A ). 

We define actもtionsoccurring at (1) and 
(2) as non-synchronizαtionαctions and 
synch ronizationαctions of a entiもyrespec-
tively as defined in definitions 2 and 3. 

[Definition 1] (Actions of process P): 
Actions of process P， Act(P)， is defined 
a.s a set of a11 possible actions executed 
by P. ロ

[Definition 2] (8ynchronization actions 
of process P): 
8ynchronization actions of proαS8 P， 
Sync(P)， is defined as a set of actions at 
which P synchronizes with a process (peer 
e凶 ty)Q. ロ

Sync(Q) = {a，c} ロ

[Definition 3] (Non勾 nchronizationac-
tions of process P): 
Non-synchronization acもionsof process P， 
Nonsync(P) is defined as Nonsync(P) = 
Act(P) -Sync(P) (i.e. Act(P) = 
Nonsync(P) u Sync(P)). ロ

Observable actions for a user are non-
synchronization actions. Synchronization 
a.ctions are hidden from the user. But 
we are concerned with the specification 
of a protocol entity. From the pro・
もocolentity's poinもofview both non-
synchronization a.nd synchronization ac・
もionsare observable actions. The com-
munication model in figure 2 is closely re-
la.ted to 081 layer systems. 80 we will 
consider actions occurring at points (1) 
姐 d(2)ωservlce pn出もives組 dprotocol 
data units(PDUs) respectively. 

[Definition 4] (Definition of Sys旬m
Deadlock) 

Let a sys同ffi，S七 Pl[syncαctions]IQ，
where P and Q are processes then S is 
saidもobe deadlock whenever; 
Vαε Act(S)，ヨ8'，ヨtE (Act(8) -{8}). 

aα  
such that S三今 8'7ら. ロ
Here 

α 
(1) 8'戸 meansthat ..，ヨ8"such that 
8' ~ 8". 
(2) 8 t今 8'means thatヨ8.(15 i三

n)， tjεt， such that S = 80 .!与 SIA

S2A.… ~8'. 

The deadlock defi.ned in defi.nition 4 is 
differen t from出edefini tion of deadlock 
defined in F8M based proもocolsynthesis 
methods. In definition 4， system S afもer
executing sequences of actions t enters a 
intermediate state S' from which i七can-
noもexecute any actions. 

Example:. If P¥[a， c]¥Q then 8ync(P) = 
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[Example](System Deadlock) 
Let us assume that the system consist of 
two processes P and Q and synchroniza-
tion acもionsare a and b as shown in figure 
3. It is easyもonoもethat P and Q cannot 
synchronize for communica.tion a.nd enter 
into deadlock state. 

s = P I [syncactions ] I Q P Q 

日，I [a，b] I 

I [a.b] I 

b I a 

Figure 3: Example of Deadlock 

Now we are ready to define.our syn吐le-
sis problem. 

[Definition 5] (Protocol Synthesis Prob-
lem) 
Given a single entity P， whose specifica-
tion is described in Basic LOTOS， derive 
a specification of the peer entity Q， which 
is synchronously communicating凶thP， 
in Basic LOTOS such that their interαc-

tions are deadlock-free and complete. ロ

Deadlock-freeness guarant伺 sthat no 
communicating entities are waiting for 
each other foreyer. Completeness ensures 
出品 eachsendmessage in an entity. ap-
pears as receive message in its peer.entity. 

[Notations] 

We useもhefollowing notations in the 
rest of the discussion. 

r p: a set of non-synchronizaもionactions 
of P. 
BQ : a set of non-synchronization actions 
ofQ. 
ApQ : a set of synchronization acもions(of
P and Q). 
Let 
1o!， 'Yb↓， .. E r p be service primi-
tives(interactions points) irom the user to 
P representing send actions. 
"11↑，12↑，… E' . r p be service primitives 
from P to出euser representing receive 
acもions.
so↑，sbl，…εBQ be service primitives 
from Qもothe user representing receive 
acも10ns.

sl!， s2!，…εBQ be service primitives 
fromもheuser to Q representing send ac-
tions. 
Ea，lEb，… E ApQ be Prototol Data 
Units(PDUs)仕omPtoQ.

51，E2，...ε AQP be Protocol Data 
Units(PDUs)from QもoP.

3.2 Outline of' Synthesis 
Method 

The outline of our sy凶hesismethod can 
be summarized句， figure 4. The speci五-
cation of the given entity P， which is the 
input to our algoiithm， is described in ba-
sic LOTOS and satisfies the following four 
assumptions. 

[Assumption 1] Whenever P synchro-
nizes with its userもoreceive a nnessage 
in order to sendもoQ then P must im-
mediately synchronize with Q to send the 

message，(i.e.if P ~ P' then P'三)・

[Assumption 2] Whenever P synchro-
nizes with Q to receive a message from 
QもhenP must immediately synchronize 
with its usr to deliverもhemessage，(i.e. if 
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Figure 4: Protocol Synthesis Method 

p ~ P'then P'~)・

[Assumption 3] There are no internal 
actions i in the specification of P. 

[Assumption 4] P does not contain any 

choice between 'Y! and o. 

It is easy to noもethaもthegi ven assump-
tions are not special assumptions but very 
na.tural in protocol design systems. If 
the specification of P satisfies these as-
sumptions then it is guaranteedもhat出e
communication between P 叩 dits peer 
e凶 ty(generated by our synthesis algo・
rithm) progresses withOl. 

Our synthesis method can be d白 cribed
informally in three steps as shown below. 

step 1: Using the decomposing algorithm， 
the given specification is decomposed into 
components Pb P2， • ・ .， Pn in such wayもhat
each components has a pair/s of synchro-
nization and non-synchronization actions. 

step 2: U sing the PI・e・definedrules and 

the ∞mponents Pl， P2，…， Pn， the compo-
nents qt， Q2，.・.， Qnofもhepeer enti ty Q are 
generated. 

step 3: Using the composing algorithm 
which uses the information relating com-

ponents of P，もhecomponents of Q are 
combined in orderもoobtain the complete 
specification of Q. 
The peer entity Q is unique to P. 

4 Synthesis乱1ethod

1n this section， we will describe decompos-
ing algori山m，synもhesisrules， composing 
algorithm and finally an application ex-
ample. 

4.1 Decomposition of Given 
Entity 

The specification of a given entity P is 
decomposed 品 certainstates of P into 

components Pl， 1'2，1'3，…such a way that 
each ∞mponent has n(η=  {1， 2}) pairs of 
synchronization組 dnon-synchronization 
actions. If a ∞mponent hωonly prefix 
operator then n = 1 and if it has choice 
operator then n = 2. In the initial decom-
position of P， n can be greater that 2 for a 
component. In such cases the component 
is further decomposed. 

It is importantもomaintain the inter-
component information (i.e. information 
of states of components) for future use 
such槌 incomposing algorithm to com-
bine the components of Q and to know 
how the specification of P was de∞m-
posed. So we define the stαte relation be-
tween components of P as in definition 6. 

[Definition 6](State Relation) 
Let PbP2，..吋 Pnbe the componenもsof P 
obtained sequentiallyぉ aresu1t of apply-
ing decomposing algorithm on P and .let 
SI be the set of states of Pl， 82 be the set 
of states of P2 and 80 on， then the state 
relation R， is defined as R12C 81 X 82・

R = {Rj} where Rj C Si X 8 j • 
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Algorithm for Decomposing Given 
Entity 

We assumeもhatthe given entity is in 
the form as shown bellow. 
P=乞{αi;bi;川河 I}for finite index 
set 1， where Pi is either process identifier 
or is in the form of P again. 
Please note出品 ifα{εγ↓thenbi E a and 
if aiεa then biεγ↑(from assumptions 
1 and 2). 

(* Repω 本)

{step 1} 
(Decomposition oJ P and Generation of 
State Relation R) 

(1) Decomp(P) =乞{pi;Decomp(Pi)liε 
I} 
(2)R={ (finalstate(Pi)) 
(initialstαte(Pi)) } 

where Pi三向;bj 

[step 2} 
(Generation of components) 

If 1 = {1} then Pt = at; b1 

[step担l
(Generation of components) 

H 1 = {1，2，3，…， n} and n is evenもhen

Pl = Pll []P12 =α1; bt[]a2; IJ.Z 
P2 = P21 [}P22 =α3; ~Oa4; 弘

Pn/2 = P(n/2)1[]P(n/2)2 =αn-l; bn-1[]an; bn 
R12 = 
{( initialstαte(pl)) = (initiα1stαte(p2))} 

R((n-2}/2)(n/2} = 
{( initiα1stαte(p(日)/2))= 
(initialstate(Pn/2)) } 
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If 1 = {1， 2， 3， ...， n} and n is odd then 

Pl = Pll(]P12 =α1; bt[]a2; ~ 
P2 = P21[]P22 = a3; b:3[]a4i b4 

P(n+l)/2 =αni bn 

R12 = 
{( initialstαte(pd) = (initialstαte(p2) )} 
R((ト 1)/2(叫 1)/2}= 
{ (initialstate(p(ト仰))= 
( initialstαte(P(n+l}/2)) } 

( * Until P cannot be decomposed *) 

4.2 Synthesis Rules 

These synthesis rules are applied on the 
components of given entity P to generate 
the componen匂 ofpeer entity Q. Prefix 
rules are applied if the given ∞mponent 
of P is in prefix form and choice rules are 
applied if iもisin choice form. Here p( h ) 
denotesもhecomponen七Pand the state h 
of P釦 dq(k) denotesもhecomponent q 
andもhes七a.tek of Q and 0七hernota.tions 
are sameωin section 3.1 . 

Prefix Rules 

RuleJ 1 f p(h)勾 p(h+ 1) '!!! p(h + 2) 

then q(k)匂 q(k + 1) ~ q( k + 2) 
マ'01 ， 1 • .. ¥. a 

Rule..2 1 f p(h)→p(h + 1)勾 p(h+ 2) 

then q(k) ~ q(k + 1)匂 q(k+ 2) 

Choice Rules 

Rule..3 If p(h) 三~ p( h + 1 ) !!.J p( h + 2) 

日p(h) 三~ p(h + 3)主Jp(h + 4) 

then q(k) 匂 q(k+l)~q(k+2)
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日q(k)匂 q(k+ 3) ~2 q(k + 4) .， I_f. R 1•2 _= 
Rule_4 1f p(h) ~ p(h + 1) 一勾 p ( la + 2 ) t{h( fe n i m i s t α te(pd) = (initialst α ie(P2))} 

日p(h)'!!!! p(h + 3) ~ p(h + 4) 

then q(k)勾 q(k+ 1)匂 q(k+ 2) 

日q(k)勾 q(k+ 3)包q(k+4) 

4.3 Composition of Peer 

Entity 

Two components of， Q are combined at 
a time starting from the first component 
i.e. ql and q2， q2 and Q3， and so on， un-
til no components are left for combina-
tions. In case of recursion in a given enti句r

a higher number component is combined 
with a lower number component. In or-
derもocombine七hecomponents of Q we 
need to know the intercomponent infor-
mation of P; i.e. st-ate relation R other-
wise correct combinations of components 
is not possible. Besides， it is used for com-
bining two compon切 tsby LOTOS oper-
ators (prefix or choice). How R is used 
to combine components by LOTOS oper-
ators will be clear in the following algo-
rithm. 

AIgorithm for Composing Q 

The composing function takesもwoar-
guments. 
Suppose ql is obtained by applying syn-
もhesisrules on Pl and q2 is obtained by 
applying synthesis rules on P2 then 

(* Repeat * ) 

{step 1} 
(R is con附・tedinto prefix operator) 

Comp(qb q2) = ql; q2 

(step勾
(R i白sc∞oηm口附t

If R12 = 
{( initial.siate(pl)) = (initialstαte(p2))} 
山en
Comp(ql， q2) = ql []q2 

. ( * Until thereαre no components 01 Q 
to be combined *) 

4.4 An Application Exam-
ple 

The example shown in figure 5 and figure 
6 is a thr白 phases(i.e. connection偲-

tablishment， data transfer and disconnect 
pha蹴)proto∞1.， For simplicity，出espec-
ification of the given enもiも，yP， is shown in 
the LTS form of LOTOS speci五cationand 
the generaもedpeer entity is also in LTS 
form. 

4.5 Theorems and Proof of 
Theorem 

[Theorem] 
System S consisting of processes P and Q 
definedω， 
S七 PI[synchronizαtionαction.s]IQ is 
deadlock free. 

[Proof] 
The proof directly follows from Decom-
posing algorithm， Synthesis Rules and 
Composing' algorithm. The decompos-
ing algorithm decomposes the specifica-
tion of P into finite number of compo-
nents Pl， P2，・・ such that七hesynもhesisrules 
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INPUT 

P 

s 

8 

Decomp(P') 

pl 
PJ 

を~1>R

伽伽↑1"' 101lln↑ 

s 

State ReJations of，COmpOn~lDls:' 

R 11 =((向叫stalC(Pl})= (1nitia1sta脆(P2))j

R 21 =((ぬalstalC(p22) }= (ini山IstalC.tJ))) 

R 2l =((final stalC(p2.J)) = (initial ltatet3))} 

R 33 ={ (finalltalC(p3勾)= (lnitialltalCfJ3 )) } 

Figure 5: Decomposition of Given Entity 
p 

且pplyinqSynthesis Rule~ 

Rule伊r2) '11 
Rule( chl) q2 

でtl ConRCIι〈、

T 〆Oi.Rcq.
c侃仙hl刈 目

q 

RuJe(ch2) 
主苛荒 Lζミ込、

/J5T¥一

10蜘↑ 10凶 n↑

Applying Co悶posingAlgorithm 

R 12 ={(finallla也(p.J))= (initial stalC(p2))) lherefore 

Comp( qJ ，q2 )可 J: q2 

R ... = [(final stalC(p22) )= (initial stalCfJJ ))) lhereforc 
21 

Comp( q22. qJ)弓'22 ; qJ 

R 2l = ((final staIC{p21)) = (initial staact3))}白ererorc

Comp( q2J.q3) = q2J ，'q3 
R 33 ={ (final s凶咲p32))= (initia1 s凶 e"3)))血ercforc

Comp( q32.q3 )司'32 ，'qJ 

OUfPUT 
Q 

官軍

a 

Figure 6: Generation of Peer Entity Q 
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can be directly applied on them to gener-
品ecomponents ql， Q2" of Q. The synthe-
sis rules generate one and only one com-
ponent of Q from a given component of P 
(i.e. one to one compone凶 mapping)and 
Pi I[synchronizαtionαctions]I fJi is always 
deadlock free. The composing a抱orithm
combines the cOlnponen ts of Qもogener-
ate the complete specification of Q using 
the knowledge of R suchもhatin旬raction
among the specifications of P and Q oc-
curs components by components (i.e. Pl 

interacts with ql， P2 interacts with Q2，…) 
a.s shown bellowj 

Pl I[syncαctions]I ql 

11 

Traces 01 Pl I[syncαctionsJI ql 

品

P2 I[syncαctions]I q2 

11 

Traces 01 P2 I[syncαctionsll q2 

ι 

11 

Trαces 01 Pn-l 1[ syncαction.s 11 qn-l 

4 
Pn I{syncαctions]I q.π 

11 

Traces 01 Pn I [syncαctions]l qn 

ι 

Since the interactions of P and Q pro-
ceed from corresponding components to 
components and the interactions between 
components to components is deadlock 
free， the sysもemis deadlock free. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we have developed a system-
atic way of generating a peer entity from 
the specification of a given entity in ba-
sic LOTOS for山esynchronous commu-
nication model. One main logical error in 
synchronous communic叫ionis deadlock. 
Our synthesis method guara.ntees出品 the
cornmunicating entities progress without 
deadlock. Our future work is to eliminate 
assumptions on given entity. 
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